92	THE  BALLADS
It can be seen that the "central" incident of the ballad is
that of Eleanor's appearance at the wedding in rich clothes.
(Incident 7, which is common to all versions.) In Britain,
this incident distinguishes "Lord Thomas" from another
ballad, "Fair Margaret and Sweet William" (74), which is
very like it and which has become partly confused with some
of the versions of the first British family. The French ballad,
with its restrained melancholy and grave irony ("La marie*
ne suis, je suis la delaissee"), is the finest achievement; here the
story is told with the greatest economy and coherence. All
the incidents which it includes seem to belong to the archetype;
they form a simple and logical sequence. The incidents which
are not found in this French version, but in the versions of
other countries, look like intrusions. Incident 6, for example,
is a piece of incremental repetition found only in "British II",
where it seems to have been inserted to balance the question
and answer of incident 2. Incident 9, the words exchanged
between Eleanor and the bride which constitute an additional
and rather unnecessary cause of the tragedy, also seems
intrusive. Incident n is peculiar to the especially blood-
thirsty stories of British II and Scandinavian I. There are
also a number of minor intrusions in the British versions
which come from the British fondness for incremental repeti-
tion and for describing conventional finery. (The British
versions also have more of a fairy-tale atmosphere than the
others.)
As well as these intrusions, the British and the Scandinavian
families show many divergencies from the incidents found
in the French ballads. British I diverges the least: it does so
in incidents 12 and 2, the change in the latter incident helping
to build up the tension and, incidentally, making Lord Thomas'
marriage more of an act of free-will. The forced marriage of
the French version would be nearer to mediaeval reality.
Apart from these differences, British I corresponds fairly
closely to the French.
In British II, incident 10 is altered, and incident n is
added. The change actually begins with incident 9, where fair
Eleanor speaks rudely to the nut-brown bride:

